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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let K,(r) = (e”l’/]r]“‘) 19(r), where c = (Cl, &) E R and ]<] = (<: + r:)“‘. 
In this paper, we determine by elementary methods, conditions on 0 so that 
the Fourier transform of K,, R,, does not belong to L”. We assume 
throughout that 0, ~%/a<, , ~%//a(,, and a28/a<,a<, are all continuous in R*. 
These assumptions on 13 can be considerably relaxed, but it would place too 
heavy a burden on the exposition. 
Let Tf = K, *f with e(r) = [<I -‘, E > 0. In [ 11, the authors showed that 
the operators T map Lp onto L p for $ < p < 4; this was also done indepen- 
dently by the author of [2,3]. This settles the (L”, Lp) mapping problem for 
these kernels. While in [4, p. 121 it is shown for K,, 13 radial and 
.I-;” (6(r)/r) dr = co, that K, does not have a bounded Fourier transform and 
hence does not even map L2 into L*. But it suggests for 6 radial and 
]y (@(r)/r) dr < co that K, does have a bounded Fourier transform. The 
solution to the mapping problem for the operators T, for general 19 is the 
main interest of this paper. 
Here we just consider the necessary part. That is, with very few 
restrictions on e, we show that K, does not possess a bounded Fourier 
transform; in particular, we need not require that B be radial. In Section 5, to 
give the reader an idea of how these methods work, we apply them to the 
cases 8~ 1, 6s log-‘(2 + Iti]), and 8=1og-‘(2 + ]&] + It*]). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We begin with (note throughout we take t = (tl, t2)) 
PROPOSITION. 
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- 
P c 
g2 $- (b, r2) i” dt , j’* & g(t) 
2 a c 
+ [ dr2 j: d<, $&- j” dt, j-1’ dt2 g(+ 
c 
Remark 1. One should assume what is necessary so that all the 
expressions in the proposition make sense, for example, f, af/lat,, aflat,, 
a’flac,a<, , and g all exist and are continuous on R = [a, b] x [c, d]. 
Proof of Proposition. We use two applications of integration by parts. 
We first note that 
For I, take 
r =f (t, T 4, ds = dt, jd tit;2 g, 
c 
dr=$(t,,d)&,, s = ” do d d<, g(o, r,); 
1 I I (1 c 
For II, take 
r = aflat,, ds = 4, (Ii dwg(4, w), 
dr=a2fd5,, f’it,i(.dt2g(t,.t2); 
x,x, 
s=- 
a c 
and now the proof of the proposition follows. 
LEMMA 1 (Mean value result). Let [R be the rectangle [a, b] x [c, d] and 
f a real-valued function. If f, t?f//a<, , aflat,, and a2f/Zj2at, do not change 
sign in iR, then there are subrectangles IR,, R,, IR,, IR, E IR such that 
jjpg=f(PJ [Il,,g-ll,~g-jj~~g+jj~~g]-f(p2)[j~~~g+jj~g] 
-f(P3) [jjR3 g + jjR, g ] +fP4) jj,, g, 
where P, , P,, P, , and P, are the four vertices of I?. 
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Proof. By the second mean value theorem’ for integrals we get, 
jd d& g (b, &)I” dt, ,j+ dt, g(t) = Gf(b, d) -f(b, c)) !?I,;, g, 
c 2 a c 
and 
1 i d&2 b&,-- 
a2f ” dt -I’ 
c (1 ay,ay, Q 1 a dt2 g(t) I J 
= df(h 4 -fb c> -f(a, 4 +fb cl> jj,, g, 
and now by the Proposition the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 2. Let R = [a, bj X [c, d], #(<, , T2) =p(<, , <,) - C. x, where p is 
real-valued function, <. x=(,x, + &x2, t [a( < Ibl& 2 ((11 and 
PC\ t I d( < 2 la ( . Now suppose (@/a<,)-’ satisfies the hypothesis of ,kemmu 
I (d la f(T)) on the rectangle R. Now suppose j+/a5, ) > c, > 0 for 
(r, , &) E R, c, a constant. Then for a > 0, 
where [c’, d’] c [c, d] and B is a positive constant that depends only on a, 
but not on R and not on x. Here A is some fixed number between a and b, 
but it may depend on x. 
Proof. 
Now note that I<ja-2 satislies the hypothesis of Lemma 1 and hence, 
where [a’, b’] x [c’, d’] c I?. Now since (@/a<,)-’ satisfies Lemma 1, we 
get (note @/a~, stays one sign in R) 
~ B (b(“-’ 
Cl 
which completes the proof. 
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2. BASIC ESTIMATES 
We begin this section with the key lemma of the paper. 
LEMMA 3. Let S(T, V) = 1 JOy dt, lt dt,(e”“’ -‘I)/) t13’*)l, where 1 tl = 
(t: + ty. Set U = min( V, 7’); then 
(i) S(T, V) <B{ U-l’* + log(2 + U)] and 
(ii) j: dt, 1; dt,(sin() t\ - tl)/l t13/*) 2 B log U for U 2 10, B a positive 
constant independent of U. 
Proof. We first note that 
V 
/j J’ 
r 
dt, dt, 
eiCltl -II) 
T  0 
for O<T&V, (1) 
and 
eiCltl -II) 
ItI 3/* 
< B/V”* for O<V<T. (2) 
To see (1) we set $=ltl-tt, and note 
a’#/&; = t;/l t13 > BT*/(T* + t;)3’2 > BT*/(T* + T2)3’2. 
And so by a one-dimensional version of Vander Corput we get 
To see (2) with 4 as above, we note a#/iYJt, = t2/( t I >, V/(t* + V*)“* > 
jfl. Hence, 
dt, EV 
(t; + v*)W <T’ 
Note that (2) is bounded for V bounded. 
Now to continue the proof we note that 
.u 
J I 
cl 
dt, dt, 
eiCltl -II) 
0 0 
,t,3,2 =j~‘2dBjoudreir’:_Se’ 
u 
I s 
(I 
dt, 
,itlfl -I,) 
+ dt, lt,3,2 =I+II. (3) 
0 q?Jq 
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To estimate II we get 
aqqat, = 3. > (U’ - t;y* 
(U’ - ty 
1 t/ ’ (t; + (U’ - t:>y = . u 
And now 
Then to estimate I we have 
I 
n/2 d6’ 
I 
u(l-cose) 
I= 
0 (I-cosey 0 
dr$ 
and we note that 
/ 11 < BU”‘. 
(4) 
(5) 
And also for U > 2 we get 
I 
u(l-cose) &. 
ir o pie 
n/2 de 
+ 
i JriTl(l -cos ey2 
Since 1 -cosB>j02-&04>~e2 for O<B<z/2 and 1 -cosf?<ff?2, we 
get 
JIJ<B(l +logU). (6) 
Also note that 
for T> 0, 
II 1 2 I drsinr $- cr+n)l/2 >09 I I 
for Tan. 
0 
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Then for U > 10, 
423 
1 
R/2 de .U(l -cost?) 
! 
sin r 
(i-c0sey* o 
dr- 
o ).1/2 
> I 
n/Z de 
I 
U( I -COSf3) sin r 
(sx,3cr~~,2 (1 - cos ey2 dr- o ).I/2 
n/2 z/2 >B c 
de 
>B I 
d0 
(8~,31,)1,2 (1 - cos ey ’ (87z/3U)1/2 s 
> B log U. (7) 
Now putting together our upper estimates for I and II, using (5) for small U 
and (6) for large U, we get part (i) of the lemma. Now since 
T  
= I I ” dt, dfz(...), for T> V. (8) 0 u 
And since U 2 10 in (ii) of the lemma, then from (l), (2), and (8) the proof 
of (ii) follows from the estimate given in (7). 
Remrk 2. We need the estimate in Lemma 3(i) generalized so it includes 
all the kernels KJt), so we note that by the Proposition, with f = 8 and 
g = ei(lfl-t~)/(t13/2, 
” 
lj j 
T  
dt, df,K,(t) e-“’ 
0 0 
< B le(K T)I jov df, j; 4 “;;;:i” 1 
I I 
+ jov dt, / $ (~5, T)  ) 1 j;'4 joT4 ei;;;::') 1 
+ joTd& ($+ti) / ( jov& j;& ei;;;17:') / 
+ j T  dt2 jov dt, / & ) ) j;' dt, j" 4 ei,$:' 1 1 . 
0 
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LEMMA 4. For M > 2, 
d~2K,(()e-‘tl(l _ eit”l(‘-Xl)-hX:) 
)I 
<B 
! 
M(I1 -x,J+lx,l) l”dt, [“d@,(t)e-i” 
0 -0 
Proof We use the Proposition (in Section l), where we set 
f = 1 _ e”““-Xl’-12X2’ and g(r) =Ke(<)e-“l and the fact that 
1 1 - eitMcl -X+MX2) I < M(I 1 - x, I + Ix2 I). 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
We begin this section by setting 
and 
where r. x = <,x, + &x2. We note that when 8 E 1 it follows by 
Lemma 3(ii) that [G(M)1 > B log M for M> 10. From here on we shall 
consider only those functions t9 for which lim,,, IG(M)I = co. Actually 
G(M) and H(M) both depend on 9, but for simplicity we shall retain our 
notation. Also note that H depends on x = (xi, x2) as well. 
We first observe that G(M) z H(M) for x = (x, , x2) close to (1, 0), so in 
order to show that k, 6$ L*, we shall need for those x’s to properly estimate 
IH(N) - H(M)1 for large N. Our theorem in this section will handle this 
problem. In Section 5, we apply this method to concrete examples. 
We set (note 0 is held fixed) r(M) = Min{M2’0g’G’M”‘2, M5’4}; s(M) = 
M”22”2(M”2’0giG’M)“. Note that lim,,, M/s(M) = lim,,, M/r(M) = 0. 
Furthermore, we set 
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THEOREM. Let H(.), Z,(-, .), Z,(., .), r(.), and s(-) be as defined above. 
Note that < . x = <,x, + &x2. rf 1/2r(M) <x, - 1 < l/r(M) and 1/23(M) < 
(-x2) < l/s(M), then 
1 H(N) - H(M)/ & B ( (Z, (M, N>/M”‘> t Z,(M, N) 1% I G(M)1 I 
for N > A4 > 10. Here B is a positive cnstant independent of M, N, x,, and 
x2 (for x,, x2 as in the theorem). 
Proof: We note that 
H(N)-HW~=jnw4~ j~dt;,W t j), j”GW 
t N&, I P dt,(--.) M M 
= I + II + III. 
We shall apply the Proposition with f = ~9 and g = (ei’~~/~~~““) e-il’X. For I 
we note (with g as above) that 
I = 8(M, N) jM dt, i”d& g(t) - r &, $- (4 7 N) j;’ dt, j;4 s(f) 
0 M 0 I 
By Lemma 5 (which appears in Section 4) we get, II\< (B/Iv~“~) Z,(M, N). 
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In order to estimate II, we note again (with f and g as above) that 
It follows by Lemma 7 (which appears in Section 4) that 
III I < B(log I G(M)1 + 1) UK N) 
as long as 1/2r(M) <x, - 1 < l/r(M) and 1/2s(M) < (-x2) < l/s(M). 
In order to estimate III, we again note that 
III= BOY N {’ dt, j” &, g(t) 
M M 
Now by Lemma 6 (which appears in Section 4) we get 
I III / < B( 1 + log 1 G(M)() Z,(M N) 
for x = (x,, x2) as in the hypothesis. The proof of the theorem is now 
complete. 
4. PROOFS OF LEMMAS 5-7 
Throughout this section we set Q = [(I - l. x, and throughout the paper 
we assume with x = (x,, x2) that x, > 1 and x2 < 0. We begin with 
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LEMMA 5. We get 
< BM- ‘I*, V<M<T, 
B a positive constant independent of M, T, V, and x. 
Proof: 
WX,= (t2/ltl)-x2 hW(t: +M*)"* 2 l/fi 
and thus 
LEMMA 6. For M suflciently large, 
Ij j 
N d<, T d5*,Im 
M M lr13’* 
where here N > M, T > M. Also, r(M) and s(M) are as defined in Section 3. 
where C’ indicates that M2k is a proper endpoint as long as M2k 4 N, 
otherwise we use N, and similarly for M2k/2 and T. 
To estimate term I we note that 
since @/la<, = ({,/I <I) - x2 > M/(M222k+ * + M*)‘/* > B/2k. 
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Furthermore, since a$/% = (<i/l <I) -x, = (<,/I (1) - 1 + 1 - X, with 
xl > 1, we get la@/@, I> X, - 1, and that implies 1 
/ r*- ,bfZk+l eim (W% 1 dt, &, -i BM2k’2 ,bfZh I w2 wx,> ’ (x, - 1)(M2k)3’2 
= (x, - &f’:‘2k. 
Now choose t so that (2’/M) I’* = log 1 G(M)/ (note M is sufficiently large 
and so log 1 G(M)/ > l), hence 
i- 2kl2 + B Oc 1 
kz0 (x, - 1)M”2 ;I F 
,< B log I GWI + 
1 
(x, - 1) M3” log2 I G(M)1 ’ 
To estimate term II we note that 
since +/at, = <,/I</ -x2 > M2k’2/(M222kf2 + M22k)“2 > B/2k12. Also 
Now select t so that t/M”’ = log I G(M)I. Then 
/IIf GB log IG(M)I + lx21 M',22",1"u1:1~~,c'*I),) j  ' 
Now putting the estimates for I and II together, we get the proof of the 
lemma. 
The next lemma requires more care than the previous two, as we shall see. 
LEMMA 7. For M suflciently large and 0 < x, - 1 < l/(8 fl) M we get 
for T < M < V and r(M) as defined in Section 3. 
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ProoJ: Let us note that 
We shall apply (9) when V= M, M*. Because of (9) it s&ices to consider 
only 
We note for 2” = M, 
= I + II. (10’) 
Now we note from (9) (V = M2k) that 
Hence for term I we get 
loelGWf)l 
III< 1 I...I+ 2 I...( 
k=O k=log(c(W 
B 
<Blot? lG@‘f)l + +e, _ 1)~2’wlW)I * 
To estimate term II, we first note 
/ j-12::t”” dt, [2kj,,2 dt, ++- ;;;;;:;; / < ;$;i;: = B (11) 
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since +/at, > <,/l<l> (M2k)1’2/(M222kt2 + M2k)“2 > B/(M2k)“2. Now 
(1/2)S 
II= x (.a*)+ 2 (...)=III+IV. 
k-0 k=(1/2b 
To estimate IV we note that 
and so 
B 
s ‘IV’ s (x, - 1) M”2 ,=;,,, (*-*)G (x, -;)&p. 
Before we estimate III we note that 
J‘ ‘M1’22k dr2 / i,:::;+’ db B (M2k)1/2 s (x, - 1) M2k’Z - (12) 
Now suppose (+//at,)-’ satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2. Then by 
Lemma 2 it follows (k < (4s)) that if A is some number between M2k and 
M2kt ‘, then 
s (x, - l&I42’)3’2 /( 
(M) ’ 
dt2 PcA*‘*) 
(M~O2Q 
B 
s (x, - l)(M273’2 
d<2e’m’A.‘2’ 
BM’/’ 
’ (x, - l)(M2”)“” 
I 
(13) 
since @(A, <,)/a<, > <,/(A’ + {i)“’ 2 BM’/22k/M2k = B/M’/‘. Now by 
(11) we get 
(1/2)S 
S B log I G(M)I + 
k&&M,, ’ ‘.. ” 
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while 
k=loglG(M)I 
< (Y" 
k=loglG(M)I 
1 j;y &I, j;;;;;,2 e2 & / 
+ 'Y" k=loglG(M)I 1 j;*y &, j;,,*2kd52 $k 1 
(I/Z)S 
<B x 
1 1 
k=loglGWf)I ( M(x, - 1) 2k’Z + M(x, - 1) 2k’3’2’ 
Q 
B 
qx, _ 1) 2(W)WGW)I * 
The last two steps result from (12) and (13). Putting together our estimates 
for III and IV, we complete the estimate for II. Then putting our estimates 
for I and II together, we shall have completed the proof once we show that 
(+/at,)-’ satisfies Lemma 2 (we needed that for (13)). 
First set f = -(+/a~,)-‘; to show that f satisfies Lemma 2 it suffices to 
show that a’f/13<,~?t, stays one sign in the rectangle M2k < {, < M2k+’ and 
M’/22k < r2 GM. But 
< b, - 1) ItI w: - r:> - r,r: - fr:lr,. 
Once we show (xi - 1) ItI 25: < <, c: we shall be finished. Note that 
<i/2 l<l {, >M2k/2 ,/?(M2k+‘)2 = l/M8 \/z, but by hypothesis x, - 1 < 
l/(8,,@) M < (z/2<, ItI. Thusfsatisfies Lemma 2 and the proof is complete. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we show that for x E R2 
R,(X) = jI,, K,(t) e-'*'X &f 
409/93DlO 
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is not in LE for various values of 8. We shall show that gs is large for 
points x = (x,, x2) where x, is near 1 and x2 is near 0. And so it suffices to 
show that 
is arbitrarily large for these values of x. Furthermore, because of (1 ), (2), 
and Remark 2 (following Lemma 3) it suffices to show that H(N) (as defined 
in Section 3) is arbitrarily large for these x’s 
As we pointed out in the Introduction, the boundedness of the Fourier 
transform of K, is already understood when 19 is radial. In this paper, we 
wanted to show, by elementary methods, that for a “large class” of 0’s (0 not 
radial) ze @ L”O. In order to give the reader an idea how these methods 
work, we shall apply them to the cases where tJ = 1, 0 = log - ’ (2 + 1 r, I), or 
8% h-v + lr,l + lr2i). 
Note that G(M), H(M), s(M), and r(M) were defined in Section 3. As 
stated there, we are only interested in those 0’s for which 1 G(M)1 + co as 
M-+ + co. Then by Lemma 4 with Ix - 1 1 < l/r(M) and Ix2 I < l/s(M) we 
get that 
IGW) - WWI G JWWWN + WWON I GMT (15) 
keeping Remark 2 in mind. (We shall give a more complete discussion in the 
Corollary.) Hence 1 H(M)1 > B I G(M)1 for these x’s. Now by the Theorem in 
Section 3 for N > M > 10, 1/2r(M) < xi - 1 ,< l/r(M), and 1/2s(M) ,< 
(-x2> < ~/SW), we get 
IH(~)-H(~)I~B((Z,(~,~)/~“2)+Z2(M,N)logIG(M)I}. (16) 
COROLLARY. Let KB(<) = (ei’s’/lC13’2) e(c), where 0 is ‘one of the 
functions 1, log-*(2 + lr,I), logg’(2 + I<,1 + It,/). Then k, 6Z L”; or, 
equivalently, K, @ L:. That implies I?@ 6Z M(HP) for p > 0. 
Proof. Let us begin with the case t9 z 1. Here, G(M) = J‘f d<, 
I~dr2(ei(i6’-11)/lr13’2) and by Lemma 3(i, ii) we get that 
B, < I G(M)l/log M < B, for M large. So by Lemma 4 and (16) it follows 
that l~,(x)l > B log A4 as long as 1/2r(M) < x, - 1 < I/r(M) and 1/2s(M) < 
(-x2) Q l/s(M). For this case 2,6? Loo. 
For 0= log-‘(2 + I<,/), by the Proposition (Section 1) with 
f = log-‘(2 + It,/) and g = ei(t~‘-~~‘/)<13/2, we get 
G(M) = log ‘(2 + M) JoM d& io” dt;, ‘;‘;,I,:” 
i” 1 [I 
M 
+ 
0 d*I (2 + &) log2(2 + r,) 0 dtl i I dt2 
eiCltl --II) 
0 w* 
(17) 
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Now by Lemma 3(ii) we get (for M large) 
r 1 
II 
dc (2 + <,) log2(2 + <,) 0 dtl I I 
M 
dt2 
sin(ltl - tr) 
0 0 It13’* 
a B i” 1% Cl dt, t2 + (,) log2(2 + r,) > B logtlog Ml’ (18) 0 
By applying Lemma 3(i) to (17) and by (18) we get B, < 
I G(M)l/log(log M) < B, for M large. 
Next set U = min( V, 7’) and suppose U is large. Then 
I 
II 
I= 
1 
o”dtl (2 + &) log2(2 + r,> /j j 
T  
0 dtl 
e”ltl --[I) 
0 dt2 lt13’* 
1 
= 
(2 + f&) log2(2 + &) * 
Now by Lemma 3(i) we get 
Z,<B 
I j ‘dt 
(r;“* + log 43 
’ 0 (2 + &) log2t2 + <I) I 
<B log(log v). 
Furthermore, for U < M and M large by Remark 2 we get that 
dt,K,(t) e-“I 
1 II 
l (2 + C,) log2(2 + r,) Ij j 
T  
0 dtl 
ei(lfl -11) 
0 dt2 It13’* II 
< B log(log M) = B ) G(M)I . 
We now see why (15) holds. Our result follows from (16) once we observe 
that Z,(M, N) + Z,(M, N) <B. 
Now we shall do the case with 8 = logg’(2 + It, I + lC21). By the 
Proposition, withf= logg’(2 + It, 1 + 1<21) and g = eiC”‘-“1’/l<13’2, we get 
G(M) - j; &2 joM d& 
(2+51+G)21~g’(2+5,+5,) 
[I 12 i(lfl-II) 
X 
5 s 
dt, dt&p- 
0 0 I4 
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,M 
= log&(2 + 2M) 1 I dr, ” &, 
,ilISl -b,) 
0 0 I (I”” 
I 
‘A4 dt, M 
1 i 
I2 i(lll I,) 
+ 0 (2 + r, +kf)log2(2 + (2 +M) 0 
dt, dt, L-v- 
0 )t1312 
1 I 
M d<, ” dc, 
2 
+ 
0 0 (2 + r, + r2j2 log3(2 + r, + t21 
II 
X 
I I 
12 
dt, 4 e 
i(ltl--I,) 
0 I4 3/2 * 0 
It follows that 
1 GO-joMd~~joMG 
i(lllkt,) 
Itl 
3/2 &B. (19) 
But by Lemma 3(ii) we get 
r i 
M iI 
(2+C,+r,)21:gz(2+5,+5,) 0 
I2 
dt, dt, I i dt, 0 0 0 df2 
sin((tl - f,) 
Itl3’2 
>B 1 I M &, M &, 
lo&$2 + <,I 
> B log(log M), 
0 0 (2 + 4, + r2)2 log2(2 + r, + T2) 
B a positive constant independent of M. From (19) and Lemma 3(i) we get 
B, < 1 G(M)l/log(log M) ,< B,. As before, by (15), (16), and the fact that 
Z,(M, N) + Z,(M, N) < B, we get our result. Note that in order to see (15) 
here we use Remark 2 and Lemma 3(i) just as we did for the previous 
example. 
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